
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Dear Interim AD Martin, President Rowe, Rector Littel, and members of the BOV, 
 
The William & Mary Swimming community views yesterday’s announcement as a sad but necessary step toward a 
brighter future. To be clear, we have one simple, unchanged objective – full and immediate reinstatement of men’s 
and women’s swimming at William & Mary.   
 
The reversal of the September 3 decision must happen now. If, as you claim, you are seeking to act in the best 
interest of the student-athletes, this is the only path. The last five weeks have caused substantial emotional trauma 
and an unnecessary upheaval of the academic and athletic careers of 118 of your most precious assets. The 
department has inadequately addressed the myriad mental health crises faced by these young men and women. As 
their futures hang in the balance, every passing day limits their options even further. Help our swimmers regain 
certainty in an already uncertain world – reinstate the teams today and alleviate the pain inflicted by this ordeal. 
 
Once you have made this good-faith commitment to reinstate the teams, we stand ready to collaborate with you to 
create and execute a plan that ensures long-term financial sustainability for Tribe Swimming. Together, we can 
creatively overcome the financial hurdles, arm the program for continued success, and come to a mutually 
satisfactory definition of “competitive excellence.” These discussions can begin immediately; we represent a 
community of constituents eager to partner with you to ensure the lasting success of our programs. 
 
It is our position that full reinstatement must happen on or before October 8, 2020. If it does not, we request that 
you respond with a specific date/time this week to begin meetings with our representatives on a path forward. 
Simply put, waiting until November to decide the fate of these students is unacceptable. We request that these 
discussions include the full Tribe Club Executive board, representatives from the BOV, the Interim AD, and five 
members of our choosing from the Save Tribe Swimming community. 
 
In the meantime, our community will continue to express its outrage publicly, filling the void left by the College’s 
failure to provide transparency promised weeks ago. We will continue engaging the press to share our stories. We 
will continue to discredit the ever-changing narratives offered as justification for this flawed decision. We will 
continue to draw attention to the legal and ethical implications of redirecting endowment dollars away from their 
intended purpose. We will continue to expose the College’s failure to provide equal opportunities and funding for 
women athletes. And we will continue to tell the thousands of compelling stories that illustrate the inherent value 
of Tribe Swimming to the greater William & Mary community.  
 
Our message is strong, our voice is united, and our resolve is unflinching.  
 
We look forward to your response in the next 48 hours. 
 
Sincerely, 
Save Tribe Swimming Executive Committee 
 
Kristin Bidwell P’20 
Kelley Crisci ’94, P’23 
Jeff Crisci ’94, P’23 
Matt Crispino ‘02 
Aubrey Boles Crist ‘02 

Dr. Katherine Guthrie P’23 
Adam Happel ‘00 
Eliza McDevitt ‘12 
Daniel Mee ‘00 
Jesse Moore ’08, MBA ‘14 

Alexis Skelos ‘06 
Michael Tramack P’23 
Jonathan Tuttle ’89, P’23 
Claire Williams ‘19 
Rich Williams ’98, MBA ‘04 

 


